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A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2531/2 Riverside/ Perth Hare: Inlet/ Boong

Run report Run # 2532
Hare : Boong @ Perth
Tuesday has come around once more the rain clouds have disappated @ the trail is set , although the threat of rain
was too much for Rickshaw as he decided to stay indoors at home this evening !!!! With the firepot cranked up early to keep the hashers warm on this longest night of the year they began to arrive early with the Riverside B carpool
of Inlet & Tiles first on the scene followed by Riverside A carpool of Sheila & Scarey not far behind . All eyes were in
the sky to watch the Skylab speeding overhead with Electric Eric calculating it’s speed @ 2590 Kms per second ,
just as OneHump arrived to inform everyone that he had a phone App where he could talk to them !!! Time to start
this run says Boong , starts out the front on blue chalk on white pavement & white chalk on Black pavement , 3
checks no false trails & take a torch because TansEnd have turned off the street lights in Perth to save money so
they could give Electric Eric a big pay rise !! So off the pack of about 15 , err no , 14 as Delly stayed attached to the
firepot , followed the blue chalk up Arthur St to find the 1st check near the trainline . A wait was needed while the
Tasman Limited sped through then Bendover called OnOn up Fairtlough St turned left into Seccombe St where
Buggsy picked up the pace & led the way to the 2nd check on the corner of Arthur St . 2 Bob was on to the start of
trail in a flash calling OnOn down the Main Road but he was soon overtaken by Clogs in runners , leading the way
to the next check on the corner Clarence & Talisker Sts . The trail was discovered by latecummer Rainbow who
stumbled onto the last part of the run whilst hashing leading the way to the OnHome in the tiny cul-desac of Affleck
Crt leaving an easy run of about 750 metres back to the warm firepot , and cold beer , where One Hump was keeping Delly & Boong updated on his recent excursion to Fiji . An easy run of 5.2 kms where the weather gods were
once again kind to the intrepid Launceston Hash House Harriers .
OnOn Boong .

ON ON

The start of the run was delayed for about ten minutes Tyles has a new APP on his phone the International Space Station tracker it will be overhead at appro 6:35 Right on time its appears in the west travelling at
27543 Km/ hour. One Hump says can they see us from up there with their cameras, not only can they see
us they can hear us the Russian Cosmonaut says it must Tuesday night in Perth I can hear One Hump it is
right what they say he never stops talking. A couple of On Downs tonight, Boong the Hare Slo Mo running
off the road ending up in the river with air bags around his ears, One Hump returned Hasher from Sunny
Fiji, Electric Eric top footy tipster two weeks ago. This weeks top tipster is Delly both winning a Six Pack
Boags . Salubrious raffle prizes tonight Bugsy once again picking up the major prize a six pack XXX One
hump taking out two minor prizes.
Next weeks run I a free Pizza night at Alohas 11 Hubert Way Youngtown Hare Rickshaw

INLET’S $500.00 RUN. 14 th JUNE 2022.
Inlet was determined to have a Run at the Launceston Footy Club but didn’t realize the implications. After getting
permission from the Footy Club where he is a Member of the “ Bar Flies “ he was advised to contact the Council.
While this was approved a $500,.00 Bond was issued for use of the Area and the 4 Huge Light Towers which go with
the Windsor Park Ground.
So, with all the Ground work done it was time for the Run. It was a cool night but not as bad as with night before
when the temp plunged to minus 4 degrees!!! The Pack formed little after 6.30pm …. Inlet was impressed as he pondered how many of the Rich Retired Hashers would stay at their Shacks after the Long Weekend.
Inlet advised the start of the Run informing the Group of a minor hiccup in the middle of the Run and how to negotiate it!!
So,, leaving the Ground around the flashy pathway at the Ground Entry out on to the Highway …. With Thumbs our
Horn in the lead the Pack headed up West Tamar Highway to the Underpass here it was only the front walkers that
completed the F/T to the other side of the Hoghway…. Loggy was heard spruiking….. I knew it was a F/T!!!
So back on the Eastern Side and both the Primary and High School were in site…. It was now Bendover who led the
Pack behind the houses to an offshoot across the grass to the High School. Fingers was carrying on how well the
ground looked with the groundmen being an old customer. Only 20m of grass and back on the concrete paths working through the High School.
Once back on the Drive Two Bob called On On as it snaked around the Bus Turning Circle to head off to the Lake ….
Naturally the straggled enders cut this loop and the Pack formed again.
The talk was all Football with Bendover talking about his Sydney Trip as the run passed the Lake onto St Anthony’s
Oval. The track was well marked with Inlet’s neighbor working at the Flour Mill.
As the pack were about to enter the Windsor Precinct the “Hiccup “was exposed… a locked gate!!! “” OOOPS “” was
written across the paling fence!! Sheila said not a worry but found himself not so young as he scaled the Gate wow
that was an effort he muttered. The rest led by Rickshaw followed the Trail as it coved the Schools X Country Course
of the School which was very impressive One Hasher was heard to mutter,, it ending up going through the School
and onto the Highway. Other energetic heroes led by Scary also jumped the fence it took them that long the pack
caught them in Windsor Park Drive.
At the Roundabout the sign said 2.5k picturesque back to nature walk…. Hmmm it was pitch black dark…. So, into
the darkness the pack went and followed the track amongst the guinea fowls, ducks, seagulls and other native animals…. The flour stood out well in the dark and by the time they were on the return path the discussion was about a
nice firepot…. When it looked like the On Home was in site the run veered off to go around the Christian Schools
new Oval with yet another obstacle in site… yes to jump the wire fence …. Well by now it was known how old most
Hashers really are but this was negotiated with ease. Inlet’s flour must have been running out as the last part of the
run around the Cricket Club was back to Chalk. At the Town End of the Cricket Clubrooms an “On Home “was found
and eventually all gathered for the walk around Windsor Park Footy Ground to a Roaring Firepot.
Tiles had arrived after working late and entertained himself kicking footy balls back to the Girls who were training
and kicking the odd ball over the fence. Slomo was an overseer giving instructions from the sidelines.
The Run was a cool 5.2K’s and the boys were heard to comment it was nice to be somewhere different and back to a
well sheltered On On.
Ohhh incidentally Inlet got his Bond Back with the lights going out at 8PM!!!!!!!

THE ON ON!!
Inlet had the Firepot burning well with his Too Hard to Split Firewood and the help of a huge amount of
cut up pallets being half a Tandem Trailer Load. He had picked a relatively sheltered spot on the Northern
End of the Clubrooms complete with some tables and chairs all round. Hash Cash and the Monk had the
use of a security light to complete their tasks.
It wasn’t too cold and although rain was forecast, we only had a sprinkling. When the Lights went out the
Circle was called by Fingers.
An Anniversary Skoll for Slomo started things off being 660 … Well Done.
Naturally the Hare in Inlet was next …. Old age creeping in and nothing like a Skoll in the Old Days.
A Golfer was next in Fingers taking up the Sport in his Retirement and getting recognition for it in the Examiner.
Finally, a Joke was told by Sheila taking the piss out of Scary and Tightspot to be given the Final Skoll.
The Rigged Raffle went to Rickshaw out first, Loggy next and Tiles got a Bottle of Port quickly shamed by
Sheila to share around which was really well appreciated by the boys on a cool night.
Loggy as usual had the BBQ fired and the boys participated to warm the stomach!!
The Firepot was as full as it could be all night with most of the group headed by 9.30pm
Inlet packed up and took the Riverside Crew home by 10.30pm.

The 2022 Committee The Frugal committee that is tighter than a ducks arse
GM: ScaryJM: Fingers, Hash Cash: Rickshaw, Monk: Two BobTrail Master: Loggy , Horn: Thumbs , Lip: Rainbow, Scribe: Run
report is now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy,

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 28th June 11 Hubert Way Youngtown Hare: Rickshaw

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 30th June All Year Round Hotel Hare One Hump

Joke of the Week

A fireman comes home from work one day and tells his wife, "We have a wonderful system at the fire station: Bell 1 rings, we put on our jackets; Bell 2 rings, we slide down the
pole; Bell 3 rings, we're on the trucks. From now on, we're going to run this house the
same way. When I say Bell 1, I want you to strip naked. When I say Bell 2, I want you to
jump into bed. When I say Bell 3, we're going to make passionate love." The next night,
the fireman comes home from work and yells, "Bell 1!" His wife takes off her clothes.
"Bell 2," and his wife jumps into bed. "Bell 3," and they began to make love. After two
minutes, his wife yells, "Bell 4!" "What's Bell 4?" the husband asks. "More hose," she replies, "you're nowhere near the fire!"

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
Here it comes
right on time

Can they really hear
me from up there

